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WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
WHAT TO EXPECT A visual narrative evoking the feel of the wedding.

Photography is intuitive for me and I have a more instinctive and organic approach, allowing events to occur
naturally, watching and waiting for those split-second moments when expressions and gestures are just right to
translate into a good picture. For the group and couple photographs, I find that directing people—rather than
posing them—is far more comfortable, enjoyable and allows for more natural expression of personality.
The rest of the magic of digital photography lies in skilful post-processing, so I individually process the final selection
of photographs in a style that best suits that of the wedding resulting in a cohesively enhanced collection.
(Since I like to catch the innate authentic beauty of my subjects at the time of photographing, I don’t usually retouch
or “photoshop” images.)
WHAT I OFFER Coverage on the day as desired—whether it’s simply some couple portraits or the whole shebang from getting

ready through to the reception party.
Included are the initial meeting and follow up discussions, suggestions and advice, attendance at the rehearsal
(where required, and if time and distance allow) and, of course, your selected high-resolution print-ready digital
photographs supplied on USB along with a personal website gallery to share with friends and family.
I also offer hand crafted storybook photo albums, and a range of printing and framing options.
A pre-wedding couple photo session works wonders to relieve the all-too-common yet completely unnecessary
stress of being photographed on the big day, by getting a sense of what the photographic experience is like with
me and alleviating any fears of how you will appear in your photographs—in addition, of course, to resulting in a
collection of lovely photographs and a fun time together in a beautiful location!
And because a wedding is all about connecting and spending as much time as possible with special people,
I usually recommend just having a fairly brief couple photo session on the day (which is also like a little bubble of
intimate time for the newlyweds in the midst of the excitement). Then, if you’re keen for a collection of wonderful
photographs rocking your wedding outfits, we can arrange a fun and relaxed photo session after the wedding.
WHAT I CHARGE Every wedding is completely unique so I like to discuss ideas before creating a package that best works for you.

To give you an idea of my fees, coverage of the ceremony, group photographs and couple session starts at R17,000
while coverage of the full day from getting ready to the reception starts at R24,000. A second photographer,
funky photo booth and various other options are also available.
The pre-wedding and rock-the-frock sessions start at R4,750, while my handmade photo albums range from R4,500.
Photographic prints vary in cost depending on size and format.
WHAT NEXT These are just my words about my pictures, so, if you haven’t yet, you can see what some of my wedding

photographs say for themselves at pix.andynix.co.za/-/galleries/portfolio/weddings
If you’ve decided that my photography might be just right for you, please get in touch with me so we can get
excited about ideas, discuss options and design a great photography package for your wedding.
Please feel free to call me on 082 789 1272 or email me at pix@andynix.co.za.
Thank you, and have a beautiful day!

